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SUBJECT: CCD - SOVIET VIEWS ON CBW

1. SUMMARY: WE HAVE RECENTLY RECEIVED SOME SIGNIFICANT INDICATIONS OF POSSIBLE FORTHCOMING SHIFT IN SOVIET ATTITUDE TOWARD NEGOTIATION OF SEPARATE BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS PROHIBITIONS AS OPPOSED TO PRESENT INSISTENCE ON ONE COMPREHENSIVE TREATY FOR CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS: ONE OF THESE INDICATIONS IS REMARK BY ROUSCHIN IN INFORMAL CCD MEETING ON AUGUST 5 THAT SOVS WERE STUDYING MOROCCAN PROPOSAL RE CBW TREATY: (MOROCCANS HAVE PROPOSED THAT BW PROHIBITIONS WOULD COME INTO FORCE IMMEDIATELY AFTER CONCLUSION OF CBW TREATY BUT CW OBLIGATIONS ONLY LATER AFTER VERIFICATION PROVISIONS WORKED OUT: THIS HAS BEEN COMMENTED UPON TO US BY KNOWLEDGABLE POLISH DIPLOMAT AS PROBABLY FORESHADOWING
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SIGNIFICANT SHIFT. HOWEVER, WE HAVE ALSO RECEIVED EXREMELY CONFIDENTIAL COMMENTS FROM SOV DEP. REP TO EFFECT THAT SOVS MAY ALREADY BE PREPARING FOR SHIFT. SENSITIVITY OF THESE REMARKS HAS LED US TO GIVE THIS CABLE EXDIS CLASSIFICATION. WE CONTINUE TO THINK SOVS MAY WELL BE CONSIDERING SHIFTING POSITION FOR NEXT YEAR’S NEGOTIATIONS AT CCD THOUGH WE CANNOT PRECLUDE POSSIBILITY THAT SOVS WILL EVEN APPROACH US WITH NEW PROPOSAL BEFORE TERMINATION OF CCD THIS SUMMER. END SUMMARY

2. FOLLOWING LONG INFORMAL LUNCHEON BETWEEN STAFF LEVEL OFFICERS OF US AND SOV DELS ON AUG 3, NEIDLE (US) EXPRESSED TO TCHEPROV (SOV DEP REP) HOPE THAT SOVS WOULD BEGIN SOON TO STUDY SERIOUSLY POLICY CONSIDERATIONS THAT MIGHT PERMIT THEM TO NEGOTIATE A BW CONVENTION. TCHEPROV, MAKING SURE HE WAS NOT BEING OVERHEARD BY OTHER SOV DELOFFS, SAID "YOU ALREADY HAVE IT". NEIDLE ASKED HOW WE MIGHT THEN ENCOURAGE SOVS TO ACTUALLY MAKE SHIFT IN THEIR POSITION AND ASKED SPECIFICALLY IF IT WOULD BE HELPFUL FOR US DEL TO MAKE FORMAL STATEMENT AT CO-CHAIRMAN LEVEL EXPLAINING SERIOUS POLICY REASONS FOR MAKING PROGRESS ON BW. TCHEPROV SAID THIS WOULD BE GOOD IDEA AND SUGGESTED WE MAKE SUCH A STATEMENT PRIVATELY TO SOVs TO CO-CHAIRMAN MEETING AT END OF CONFERENCE (END AUGUST OR FIRST WEEK OF SEPT). TCHEPROV ADDED THAT "I WILL DO MY BEST".

3. ZYBYSKI, POLISH DEPUTY REP TO CCD, APPROACHED AMALEONARD (US) AUG 6 TO INQUIRE WHETHER USDEL HAD NOTED SIGNIFICANT REMARK MADE BY ROSCHIN (USSR) AT END OF HIS INTERVENTION IN INFORMAL CCD MEETING AUG 5. LEONARD RESPONDED THAT HE HAD NOTED ROSCHIN’S REFERENCES TO PROPOSALS OF SWEDEN, YUGOSLAVIA, AND PARTICULARLY TO MOROCCAN IDEA OF A CW CONVENTION WHOSE CW PROVISIONS WOULD BE SUSPENDED UNTIL EFFECTIVE VERIFICATION MEASURES COULD BE AGREED UPON. HE ASKED IF ZYBYSKI WAS CONFIDENT ROSCHIN’S REMARKS WERE TRULY SIGNIFICANT.

4. ZYBYSKI AFFIRMED HIS CONFIDENCE, BASING IT ON MARKED SHIFT IN ROSCHIN’S ATTITUDE IN RECENT MEETING OF SOCIALIST DELS AS COMPARED WITH SIMILAR GROUP DISCUSSION OF MOROCCAN PROPOSAL IN APRIL. ROSCHIN THEN HAD URGED POLES AND OTHER EAST EUROPEANS TO ATTACK MOROCCAN PROPOSAL (ZYBYSKI SAID HE HAD REFUSED), BUT IN RECENT MEETING ROSCHIN HAD COMMENTED FAVORABLY ON MOROCCAN IDEA. ZYBYSKI HAD BEEN STUCK BY APPARENT DISCREPANCY IN ATTITUDES OF ROSCHIN AND OTHER MEMBERS OF SOV DELEGATION AND HAD CONCLUDED...
THAT ROSHCN HAD RECEIVED "EYES ONLY" MESSAGE FROM MOSCOW DIRECTING HIM TO MODERATE SOV POSITION BUT NOT TO EXPLAIN REASON EVEN TO HIS OWN STAFF. ZYBYLSKI HAD DISCUSSED THESE EVENTS WITH AMB NATORF (POLAND) WHO, AS FORMER STUDENT IN SOVIET UNION, HAD BETTER FEEL FOR SOV CONDUCT. NATORF HAD CONCURRED THAT THIS DEVELOPMENT HAD FAR-REACHING IMPLICATIONS.

5. ASKED WHY SUCH A SHIFT IN SOV POLICY MIGHT BE MATERIALIZING, ZYBYLSKI PROFESSED TO HAVE ONLY PERSONAL VIEWS BUT SAID HE HAD LITTLE DOUBT THAT SERIOUS SOV DESIRE TO REACH AGREEMENT IN SALT NEGOTIATIONS WAS BEHIND DEVELOPMENT. HE THOUGHT SOVS BELIEVED THAT CHANCES OF AGREEMENT IN VIENNA WOULD BE ENHANCED IF THEY DEMONSTRATED SERIOUS AND FLEXIBLE ATTITUDE TOWARD DISARMAMENT MATTERS UNDER DISCUSSION IN GENEVA, EVEN THOUGH SUBJECT MATTER QUITE DISTINCT.

6. COMMENT: ROSHCN'S REMARKS HAVE BEEN CENTERPIECE OF CORRIDOR DISCUSSIONS IN LAST 48 HOURS AND OTHER EAST EUROPEAN REPS HAVE, WE EXPECT, BEEN COMMENTING ON POSSIBLE IMPORTANCE OF DEVELOPMENT.

7. DEPARTMENT MAY WISH TO REPEAT THIS MESSAGE TO SALT DEL FOR AMB SMITH AND TO EMB MOSCOW.
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